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ITEM 4 – ACTIONS

OFFICIAL

PERFORMANCE AND DELIVERY COMMITTEE

No. Date Topic Action/Paper Owner Due Date Outcome

8/2022 10 May 

2022

External 

Scrutiny 

Chief Executive to liaise with the T/Assistant Chief 

Constable to develop a paper setting out a framework to 

ensure crosscutting themes arising from external scrutiny 

was adequately overseen and captured by the Force, 

Executive and Authority

Chief 

Executive / 

T/Assistant 

Chief 

Constable 

(Network 

Policing) 

7 

September 

2022

Recommended for 

Closure 

Agenda Item (External 

Scrutiny Review 

Proposal) at 

September 2022 

meeting

9/2022 10 May 

2022

Legitimacy 

Performance 

Force to review the way in which it reported data to 

Members to better capture associated benefits from stop 

and search tactics, including intelligence harvest; and 

safeguarding of vulnerable persons

T/Assistant 

Chief 

Constable 

(Network 

Policing)

7 

September 

2022

In Progress

Verbal update to be 

provided at September 

2022 meeting

10/2022 10 May 

2022

Policing Plan 

Performance 

Briefing note on Force activity to address synergies 

between anti-social behaviour, unwanted sexual 

behaviour, and football travel to be issued to Members. 

Assistant 

Chief 

Constable 

(Specialist 

Capabilities) 

7 

September 

2022

In Progress

Verbal update to be 

provided at September 

2022 meeting

11/2022 10 May 

2022

Policing Plan 

Key 

Performance 

Indicators 

Executive to liaise with the Force to develop a Member 

self-service officer for Power BI

Analyst / 

Head of 

Analytics 

7 

September 

2022

In Progress

Verbal update to be 

provided at September 

2022 meeting
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OFFICIAL

Report to: Performance & Delivery Committee

Date of meeting: 7th September 2022

Subject: External Scrutiny 

COG Sponsor: ACC Allan Gregory

Author: Karen Wiesenekker, Head of Strategic Inclusion and Diversity

For: Endorsement 

1. PURPOSE OF PAPER 

1.1 This paper articulates a review of the current state of non-statutory external scrutiny (hereinafter 

described as ‘external scrutiny’) as it applies to BTP’s work.  It describes how such assurance and 

scrutiny is currently managed, and highlights opportunities for an improved, streamlined approach.

1.2 The encouragement for a review of arrangements arose from April’s Performance and Delivery 

Committee, with its focus upon trust and legitimacy.  This area of BTP business is recognised as 

being a critical strategic priority, and therefore is also likely to be a subject for consideration by 

Full Authority.  

1.3 This review is not reflecting on HMICFRS or similar statutory scrutiny.

1.4 This review will provide an opportunity to consider improvements in line with imminent HMICFRS 

recommendations from their most recent PEEL inspection activity.  

2. PROPOSAL

2.1 The proposal – beyond scoping the current state of external scrutiny - is to understand current 

strengths, and consider further opportunities for effective and efficient critical friendship. 

2.2 An initial mapping exercise has been conducted to review the current position of all external 

scrutiny (see Appendix 1).  This review has found that there are twenty-five external scrutiny 

groups made up of Independent Advisory Groups and others.  These groups are owned and 

managed to varying degrees across BTP.  It is clear from the mapping exercise that the outcomes 

from external scrutiny are critical for BTP’s drive for trust and legitimacy, with a strong link to the 

National Race Action Plan and our Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) workstream.  It 

would be advantageous to embrace the scrutiny that currently exists and use innovative 

improvements to enhance the opportunities and add greater value. 

2.3 This initial mapping exercise has been conducted by the Head of Strategic Inclusion and Diversity 

(I&D) which has enabled a fresh perspective on diversity, equity and organisational learning.

2.4    The current state is described thus:

Governance:  There is no centralised oversight, ownership or management in place to grasp 

the totality of external scrutiny and its contribution.  Groups are serviced – to varying degrees - 

by Strategic I&D, Network Policing Support, Departments and Divisions.  Links between each 

group are ad hoc and can be strengthened.  Feedback is gathered from the work of each one 

although this can also potentially be more co-ordinated to ensure that COG, BTPA and other 

interested parties have sight, and are able to benefit from the outcomes and learning. 
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Assurance:  The assurance provided by each group is considered to be credible and beneficial, 

with feedback from the work of each being shared internally for decision-makers, and published 

where appropriate.  There is opportunity to streamline, remove duplication and share learning 

from and between each group to identify and develop thematic issues and solutions.  Feedback 

to the external scrutiny groups could also be enhanced to provide assurance to the groups of 

the activities which are undertaken as a direct result of their engagement, advice and support.

Membership:  Members have been recruited through various routes.  Some have been head-
hunted for specific skills, experience and diversity, and others have been recruited through more 
formal application processes.  Divisionally, B-IAG has 19 members, C-IAG has 22 members, D-
IAG has 8 members. The strategic IAG (S-IAG) has 16 members.  A youth membership is being 
developed and has a specific intent to ensure it is diverse; we have recruited the first ethnic 
minority female neurodivergent youth member for B-IAG, and a youth from an ethnic minority 
background is being interviewed for the C-IAG.  Records are maintained that provide equality 
monitoring data as well as capturing the backgrounds and credentials of members.  This 
provides an overview of diversity and fair representation, and an ability to target individuals for 
their skill and experience.  Recruitment is based on individuals rather than organisations and is 
focused on those with strong community ties who can represent communities. By way of 
example, we have a member who represents the Hasidic Jewish community.  Some members 
sit on more than one group and have multiple areas of interest or expertise.  In one IAG alone 
the membership’s diversity around skills and expertise is considerable - cultural intelligence, 
child exploitation, safeguarding, social work, communications, HR, leadership, homelessness 
and broadcasting.

Themes:  Appendix 1 outlines the themes and topics for scrutiny.  At the IAGs the themes vary 
and are based on local need, current problems, risks, issues and questions of BTP’s strategic 
direction.  Typically, the groups are fed the information by BTP reactively, and proactive 
engagement driven by the groups themselves is less frequent. Some recent examples of 
themes and focus for the various panels:

• B-IAG – Layers & Spans Project; County Lines operations.

• C-IAG – Community impact of Stephen Port and Sarah Everard murders; Special Constabulary 

and TASER carriage; Neighbourhood Policing Strategy; Manchester Arena Inquiry.

• D-IAG – Youth ASB and carrying of weapons. 

• S-IAG – Institutional Racism; Victim of Crime Survey; Race Action Plan.

• Stop & Search Panel – Reasonable grounds panel at the University of Law; body worn video 

scrutiny; dip sampling of search records.

• Other Group Activity – Decision making around domestic abuse cases; review of Out of Court 

Disposals process; full review of every rape case; review of every fatality and injurious attempt 

within the force footprint that is being considered for closure; best practice; improvement plans; 

training plans and tools in order to deter, prevent and reduce assault on staff.

Summary:  Although the observations from the various scrutiny panels are recognised as adding 

benefit, these observations are not always being transferred into organisational learning.  The 
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identification of strategic issues from this scrutiny is also inconsistent. Knowledge and outcomes 

are too often remaining within the commissioning local Division or Department and are not 

always amplified wider or to COG for their awareness.  Additionally, and in terms of frequency, 

there is no agreed operating model for external scrutiny, and the groups themselves manage 

their schedule of meetings.  Some have interim contact with members of the Force between 

scheduled meetings in order to engage on late notice issues, and others have little meaningful 

contact in between scheduled meetings.  Many concerns have been resolved using our external 

scrutiny groups.  Input to complaints or operational challenges are most common - TASER and 

use of force; commentary around Institutional Racism, and hearing the voice of those impacted 

by Violence Against Women and Girls.  The benefits primarily revolve around informing our own 

thinking about issues with community resonance, ensuring ethical decision making, and 

educating those with ownership responsibilities within BTP, all with the aim of better informing 

operational decision-making.

3. RISKS

3.1 The risks - should the current external scrutiny arrangements remain - are estimated as follows:   

                                                  

• Organisational learning, the identification and management of thematic issues, and the 

sharing of knowledge is not going to be maximised or escalated to inform strategic 

awareness and policy making.

• Duplication of effort, duplication of themes being explored by groups, and duplication of 

membership will remain. 

• Diversity and representation will not always be fully reflected in the membership of external 

scrutiny groups, reducing the ability to truly understand community issues and perspectives.

• A lack of group self-selection of themes for scrutiny will continue to reduce the impact of their 

critical friendship.  

• No central governance, ownership or formal strategic direction to gauge the totality of 

external scrutiny. 

• No mature channels of feedback to external scrutiny groups from the Force to inform the 

work and the value-adding of their advice and direction.

• Terms of Reference and definitions for the groups will remain inconsistent.

• An absence of resourcing to support the work of external scrutiny groups.

• Vetting, and the levels of vetting not being consistently applied to members of external 

scrutiny groups.  

4   ENGAGEMENT 

4.1 All owners of the current groups have been consulted during the mapping exercise.

4.2 The College of Policing have been engaged and are currently conducting research on external 

scrutiny with the aim of updating the 2015 College guide for IAGs.  This is for the NPCC Race 

Action Plan remit to employ external scrutiny against our service delivery.  They are working with 
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National Association of IAGs and other relevant stakeholders and partners.  This should be 

complete in October and we will have early sight of the findings.

4.3 The Home Office are leading work to create a community scrutiny framework however

this is unlikely to be complete until Summer 2023.                    

5. RECOMMENDATION

5.1 That a comprehensive transformational review of external scrutiny takes place to unify present 

efforts, identify additional opportunities and mitigate risk.

5.2 The transformation review would be led by the Head of Strategic Inclusion and Diversity, reporting 

to ACC Allan Gregory with the senior sponsorship sitting with the DCC Alistair Sutherland as the 

Force’s lead for Legitimacy. The review would have the remit to:

▪ Create a framework and mechanisms that will allow the Chief Officer Group and the 

Authority to benefit from and feed into the outcomes and outputs from external scrutiny 

groups.

▪ To codify the framework for centralised ownership of external scrutiny.

▪ Streamline all current external scrutiny to remove duplication and overlaps.

▪ Ensure all scrutiny groups and IAGs have clear links and relationships to be able to work 

collaboratively.

▪ Create new governance structures and processes that support each group.

▪ Create Terms of Reference and definitions for external scrutiny.

▪ Review diversity of membership and manage campaigns to attract and recruit new and 

diverse members by fair, open and inclusive methods.

▪ Consider the recommendations from reviews conducted by HMICFRS, IOPC, College of 

Policing and Home Office.

▪ Provide clarity of ownership and links between the Divisions and Departments who 

currently have roles linked to external scrutiny. 

▪ Work with current members of IAGs and scrutiny groups to develop processes and build 

engagement.

6. FINANCIAL, LEGAL & EQUALITY IMPACT 

6.1 As a consequence of a transformational review, the potential for streamlining through a reduction 

of external scrutiny groups along with improved collaboration would likely reduce the resourcing 

impact and release BTP resource time back to BAU. 

6.2   Improving the diversity of the groups would enhance our insights and our decision-making. It 

would also support our public sector equality duties. 

6.3 Central governance may require resourcing.  A comprehensive review would indicate the 

numbers and levels required.
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2.1.1. The panel has two functions. 1) review data, such as disproportionality at 

events, or from particular units, and incidents of note, and 2) to assess the 

reasonable grounds the officers have written out, applying the lay person test 

(Body Worn Video will also be shared).

2.1.2. Each of the written elements in relation to a Stop Search record is appropriately 

redacted. This means that Stop Search volunteers do not have to go through a 

vetting process as no personal information is shared. 

2.2. D Division offers Stop Search scrutiny within their Independent Advisory Group (IAG) and 

has had support to launch an additional Stop Search scrutiny function.

2.3. All officers are provided with feedback received from the Reasonable Grounds Panel - 

both in terms of development points and good practice - by the divisional strategic lead 

(minimum of a Chief Inspector).

2.4. The Stop Search scrutiny groups offer a performance product i.e. ‘as a result of panel’s 

review 80% from the random dip sample were deemed reasonable’.

2.5. Scrutiny assesses between 2.5% to 5% of a month’s activity per quarter, and is 

undertaken through a thematic approach, i.e. by location, by events, Child and Young 

Person (CYP) searches, searches by specific function, searches which exposed intimate 

parts etc. 

2.6. At present the most common issues encountered through additional scrutiny are:

• Officers are writing insufficient grounds which are overly generic. The grounds do 

not point towards why the subject may have the contraband item on them there 

and then. This was reflected in HMICFRS’s review of BTP revealing 14% did not 

pass their reasonableness test.

• Not harnessing prevailing intelligence, or an over-reliance on general 

characterisations i.e. officers writing ‘County Lines hot-spot’ which could be true 

of any hub location. Further detail as to why and how a specific briefing may add 

to grounds by linking it to the objective factors present

• Putting in detail that only comes to light during (or after) the search, when in fact 

a decision to search should be formed of objective factors prior to the search.

2.7. Present challenges for scrutiny:

• Sharing of BWV – This has been a historic challenge due to the need for 

redaction. However, the showcasing of the first redacted BWV clip during a Stop 

Search scrutiny panel is due shortly following Information Security sign off, and a 

service level agreement being achieved with the redaction team. N.B. Stop 

Search panellists are not vetted like the Independent Advisory Group, as vetting 

was seen as a barrier to entry from under-represented communities.
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• A lack of diversity in terms of age, ethnicity and lived experience within the panel. 

This has been partially mitigated by collaboration with the University of Law who 

offer a more diverse range of engagement and potential panellists. Diversifying 

the means and channels of recruitment are being pushed forward - e.g. moving 

away from a single website to more diverse and far reaching platforms. 

• The need to publicise the findings and key messages identified by the panel and 

providing panellists with support to increase the ‘reach’ of our messaging, 

particularly to those communities which have lost faith and trust in the police.

• Attracting individuals with the knowledge and expertise who will be able to hold 

us statistically accountable to complement those who will provide social and 

ethical oversight.     

• Addressing the capacity and capability to support Stop Search centrally from a 

Force perspective. We are presently considering the question of an uplift to this 

resourcing, and harmonising roles and responsibilities with BTP’s Inclusion and 

Diversity portfolio.  

3. UPDATE ON DISPROPORTIONALITY AND ANY ACCOMPANYING NARRATIVES 

3.1. A number of Senior Leadership ‘Masterclasses’ are taking place to equip senior 

commanders with the ability to extract, analyse and action their own Stop Search data. 

This will allow each function and Sub-Division to report more easily, and to be aware of 

their performance ahead of the Stop Search Board, identify areas for mitigation and 

promote best practice. This will enable more rigorous and transparent ownership of Stop 

Search at a local level, improving accountability and reducing a reliance upon central 

reporting functions.

3.2. Divisional Score Cards have been commissioned, and the Legitimacy Analyst working 

within the Analysis & Insight function has created a concept piece. Each Division / function 

can be asked to account for levels of disproportionality or particular trends.

3.3. Stop Search activity has seen a reduction in the volume of individuals who declare their 

Self Defined Ethnicity. Going forward this will be a performance area which will be 

monitored at the Stop Search Board, with subsequent learning being focussed on how 

our officers can sensitively and effectively engage with individuals to provide the 

reassurance and confidence for them to voluntarily disclose information. 

4. IS ADDITIONAL TRAINING PROVIDED TO OFFICERS ON STOP SEARCH?

4.1. There are monthly CPD (Continuous Professional Development) events for officers 

regarding Stop Search.
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4.2. The Force is looking to adopt an annual e-learning package from the College of Policing 

to provide a regular refresher on the best means and approaches to Stop Search.

4.3. The Lessons Exploitation Centre provides regular Force-wide broadcasts covering best 

practice and development opportunities.

4.4. Further consideration is ongoing as to whether to include Stop Search refresher training 

as part of joining a bulk-user discipline (i.e. Operational Support Unit, County Lines Task 

Force).

4.5. The C-Division ‘Step Up to Sergeant’ programme includes a supervisory session on Stop 

Search.

4.6. New recruits receive a practical, operationally-focused input.

5. COMMENT ON STOP SEARCH FIGURES

5.1. As footfall, crime and incident levels on the network return to something approaching pre-

pandemic levels, there is a squeeze on proactive opportunities which is believed to be a 

contributor to the reduction in Stop Search.  

5.2. The targeting of training and the focussed scrutiny on bulk users of Stop Search - such 

as the County Lines Task Force - may account for higher find rate.  

5.3. There has been a marked decrease in use of S60 (suspicion-less) searches, both by 

Home Office forces and BTP. S60 search use historically had a find rate of just 10%. 

Given that BTP are not assisting as regularly in supporting a lower number of Home Office 

S60s, nor generating our own S60s, this could account for some of the higher find rates 

as we default to suspicion-based Stop Search activity which always elicits a higher find 

rate.

6. Appendix

Stop and Search Oversight-on-a-Page
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Ensure Staff can work and travel free from the threat of violence

Ensure Passengers can work and travel free from the threat of violence

B-Operation’s Operational Support Unit (OSU) and Violent Crime Taskforce (VCTF) play a significant role in tackling serious violent crime and robberies on the railway. The 
OSU action a significant number of warrants on behalf of CID and other Divisions to detain outstanding suspects responsible for robbery and violent offences such as 
attempted murder and GBH. Therefore, apprehending offenders who pose significant risk of harm to the public.
Good Work - Bermondsey Railway Arches Apr ‘22 - OSU were requested to assist NWR and their bailiffs in the eviction of squatters at a rail arch in Bermondsey. The 
premises were found to be heavily fortified and following entry and a search to contact a cannabis farm was discovered. The plants were valued around £80k, however the 
operation is believed to be worth approx. £1.25 million with significant investment being made in the premises. Large cannabis farm found inside, over 120 mature plants.

Op Regency has been running now since the beginning of the year in direct response to the increase in robbery offences in the South of London particularly around the 
Croydon/Bromley area. It’s a multiagency operation involving BTP, MPS and TOCS with the operation created by the Croydon PNT. This involves working with the MPS to 
deal with robbery and violence offences both on and off BTP jurisdiction. The PNT team has also been working close with CID and have made proactive arrests by utilising 
their time effectively and carrying out bail checks that otherwise may not be done due to resourcing issues.

C-Operation’s Operational Support Unit (OSU) support the Sub Divisions with activities to tackle crime trends at risk areas through Taskings and Intelligence led activity  
across the Division. Ops also support the areas by providing visibility to maintain staffing levels at key locations when and where required as well as providing extra visibility. 
Ops also lead on football Policing to tackle Serious Public Order, Violence Against Women and Girls and Violence Against the Person during football and events.

Pennine Sub Division experienced an increase in the number of both Violence and Serious Public Order Offences against the previous year over the same period. The main 
factor was identified as being Staff completing revenue based checks while on duty checking valid tickets for traveling individuals. To try and mitigate the rise in the levels the 
Sub Division have conducted work within their Teams, but also with Staff members from TOCs. In Manchester the Neighbourhood Policing Team introduced a “weekly 
huddle” with external patterns to promote a joint working approach to tackle the issue. There has been joint work with partners at other locations within the Sub-Division, 
where there has been opportunities for BTP to support locations that have seen an increases in Staff Victim offences by offering conflict management training to staff and 
inputs on the usage of Body Warn Video where usage is low.

South Sub-Division worked with Govia Thames Link Railway with the ambition to bring BTP and GTR working closer than ever before. The aim is to delivery a safer working 
environment for staff and drive to reduce crime and disruption across the GTR network. This will serve to provide benefits for not only BTP and GTR but aim to ensure that 
the railway continues to be a safe and reliable form of transport for the public. 

In the Glasgow Sector, Officers routinely engage with station staff as part of patrols to listen to any concerns which assist in adapting our patrol plans to meet demand in line 
with threat/harm/risk.  Within Glasgow Central BTP attend a monthly “Cross Party Meeting” where managers from all train operating companies, retailers and other station 
service teams discuss any risks or concerns of their staff. 

In Quarter 1 the Elizabeth Line began and with this brought higher Passenger demand, which in turn increased demand on BTP and TOC resources. Since the opening of the 
Line, BTP has carried out Staff engagement presentations for all new starters, Station visits along with Security Managers to engage with Staff members and increase 
communication between BTP and Staff members via Internal Communications, the use of Yammer to update Staff with good news stories on arrests and Court results and 
the use of a Staff Assaults Tracker to lead Intel  and evidence based patrols to deal with emerging risks and trends. 
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C Division Operations have worked with industry partners on a new Rail Football Partnership to establish more effective ways of collaborative working during events and 
football to drive down ASB and football related offences. The DFO community are currently developing problem profiles of clubs that present the most difficulty and this will 
be used to set goals when devising proactive Operations. There is a continued working relationship with UKFPU to gather evidence to change legislation relating to drug 
related football offences. The TOCs have also been invited to be involved in more of the football planning meeting to create a better understanding of the Policing challenges 
on a football day. 

Pennine Sub Division has had joint working initiatives with BTP Special Constabulary who have worked with Home Office Forces to target ASB at key locations. Recent 
Operations in Warrington, Liverpool and Manchester have allowed Special Constables to work with local Police Force Specials to target the railway network and local town 
centres to reduce late night economy offending.

The Waverley ASB Forum is chaired Waverley Mall management team/Oltec Group, representatives from BTP, Police Scotland and Network Rail attend. Other stakeho ders 
like Edinburgh City Council will often be invited on a quarterly basis. An E-PSP has been created to capture the problem solving & joint working taking place. The City of 
Edinburgh has seen joint working between Police Scotland and BTP, with both Forces working together on shared problems when possible, including joint patrols of the city 
centre footprint which Waverley station is part of.

In Ayrshire and Inverclyde BTP maintains strong relationships with the community through the Inverclyde Community Hub and the Ayrshire Beach Co-ordination group (Safer 
Shores).  These multi agency working groups encourage information sharing through incident and crime reviews, improve resource management in the lead up to events and 
ensures each organisation understand show it’s role can help minimise crime and incidents to make the railway safer.  In the first quarter of the year BTP has taken part in 
weekly joint working with Police Scotland to tackle youth ASB in Inverclyde and throughout Ayrshire.  Regular debriefs and reviews ensure that lessons are learned where 
required to improve service delivery. 

Protecting, supporting and safeguarding vulnerable people and those at risk of harm on the railway

During the last quarter, C-Division have used Criminal Behaviour Orders to try and prevent the individuals that wont engage with Mental Health Serves coming onto the 
Network and threatening to cause harm to themselves. On the Division one Criminal Behaviour Order was used on an individual who came to police attention 47 times in the 
past 3 Years for similar occasions. Working with South Yorkshire Police an Order was obtained, and the lessons learnt from this has brought the opportunity of similar work for 
an individual who is showing the same behaviour. 

B Division Operations whilst during Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) patrols the Priority Crime Taskforce (PCTF) assist victims of sexual offences of the railway by a 
number of means. During their patrols they deploy to assist victims who have reported an offence to a member of staff or by contacting the police directly. The PCTF provide 
sensitive victim care due to the nature of the offence as well as attempt to locate suspects near to the scene after the victim provides a suspect description and fast time 
CCTV enquires occur. The PCTF aid victims by being sensitive to their needs and being sensitive & understanding whilst obtaining their account of the incident. The request of 
a Sexual Offences Liaison Officer (SOLO) officer is always a priority as they have additional training to provide this care as well as the prompt and important use of the Early 
Evidence Kit (EEK) to achieve best evidence and conviction of suspects. The PCTF also do additional work with victims particularly young vulnerable victims of sexual offences  
The PCTF will escort juvenile victims on their journeys or to school to provide further reassurance and to potentially identify and arrest a suspect pointed out by the victim. 

At Richmond station planning had taken place for a ‘Safe Space’ outside the Station which will be open from July ‘22. the Safe Space is a joint working partnership between 
BTP, St John’s Ambulance, Richmond Community Safety Service, Richmond Safer Neighbourhood Teams, South Western Railway Rail Community Officers, Met Police and 
Street Pastors. A gazebo will be set up outside the station during the Summer Period on Fridays and Saturdays between 2100HRS and 0100HRS, providing viable reassurance 
to members of Public in the area during the Night Time Hours.
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Tackling violence against women and girls, hate crime, sexual offences and sexual harassment 

Op Cerium (Forcewide)/Op Swan at Hub locations (London Bridge, London Victoria, Waterloo). Hub locations have taking the lead with regards to unwanted violence and 
sexual offences against women and girls. This is including intelligence led activity to specifically focus on the behaviour of people on the station by plain clothes officers and 
those BAU trained, as well as being a visible presence at locations at specific times. It also includes the ‘Walk and Talk’ approach where rather the stopping people from their 
journeys officers are engaging and walking to check if their journey was okay and that there were no issues en-route.

Across the Pennine Sub Division there have been various approaches to tackle VAWG, with the Manchester Piccadilly Neighbourhood Policing Teams conducting regular 
focused patrols within the Station ensuring they are as visible as possible. At Preston a Stall has been set up by BTP in partnership with Chaplains, Samaritans and the Train 
Operator Avanti, with the lessons learnt have allowed a similar event that took place but with more TOCs. VAWG and Unwanted Sexual Behaviour focused patrols are part of 
regular patrol plans at Wigan to Warrington and St. Helens, Crewe to Stoke and across the Liverpool City Centre.  In Leeds the LSAVI scheme (Licensing, Safeguarding and 
Vulnerability Initiative) work is on going with premises within the Station to sign up to the initiate, with one location so far achieving 5 stars. Staff and partners are being 
invited to participate in the ‘switch on to women’s safety’ workshop which is being offered by Women’s Lives Leeds (WLL) and the council which is a workshop to support 
male allies to develop their understanding of women’s experiences of safety, and explores practical tools, ideas and solutions to address the issue. Officers continue to work 
with partners to promote the ‘Ask Angela’ campaign within our licensed premises and at the railway station more broadly. 

In D Division, as part of our Forcewide Campaign “Op Cerium” to tackle violence against women and girls they have conducted targeted patrols on specific lines of route 
where reporting of sexual offences has previously been recorded but also focussed on wider engagement to encourage reporting in areas where reporting is low.  This 
approach has seen a rise in reporting of sexual offences and unwanted sexual offences but maintaining a strong detection rate.

On Central Sub Division, as part of the Forcewide Op Cerium work NPT officers continue leading patrols across the LU for the 5 sexual offences taskings on the London 
Underground Footprint. Overt plain clothes patrols training has been completed whereby officers identify suspicious behaviour whilst in plain clothes and then stop the 
suspect before any offences can be committed or risk they can be committed. During the stop and account robust investigation of their behaviour is undertaken and strong 
guidance can be given and/or intelligence submitted

The Western Sub Division use the Taskings Returns from the Force’s Level 1 Taskings along, with crime and incident data and through multi-agency meetings highlight priority 
locations for high visibility patrols. The commanders in the Sub Division also chair a public transport Violence Against Women and Girls group in the South West Sector, where 
lessons learnt from other agencies and previous work help to create a strategy to deal with the issues and target the risk locations across all public transport.  

Submissions from all Level 1 Taskings that have either Sexual Offences or Violence Against Women and Girls Focus during Quarter 1
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OFFICIAL
3

Reduce disruption on the network through collaboration

Op Notice was the Force wide Operation to manage the Rail Network during the Industrial Days of Action in June. The operation drew on the 
support and deployment of uniform and police staff resources nationally. All Divisions of BTP were affected. The Operation was supported by a 
significant number of teams across BTP who participated in four daily meetings throughout the days of action. The teams who supported were the 
FRPU, Planning teams, EPSOU, HR, Finance, CID and Justice department, Communications External & Internal, Protest liaison teams, FCR, 
Intelligence department, OSU, Police tactical response lead and Disruption Leads. There were incidents of inappropriate picketing behaviour being 
reported however when attended and investigated by an officer was found not to meet a level of police action. Officers used communication and 
polite engagement to create mitigating options and excellent communication was utilised. Officers engaged professional and sensitively with both 
picketers and railway managers thus ensuring a positive solution during each attendance negating the use of police powers which not required and 
could have caused a wider reaching political issue.

BTP’s NDFU have been advised that the Network Rail Team who manage the 
data entry into SMIS are currently experiencing staff shortages which has led to a 
backlog in the number of SMIS events to be entered onto the System. As a result 

the figures would be low and wouldn’t be accurate
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4

Challenges for the next financial year in particular Q2 (July – Sept 22) for each of the areas above and any plans to mitigate

OFFICIAL

Notting Hill Carnival which will occur on Saturday 27th August to Monday 29th August 2022 may be a significant challenge for policing this year. The Carnival will be returning 
for the first time since 2019. It is possible there will be a significantly high attendance as previous years were missed due to Covid restrictions. If there are significant increases 
in footfall it may severely impact BTP’s and other emergency services ability to respond effectively and impede the police’s use of public order tactics to protect a crowd from 
causing further danger such as stampeding and suffocation which can occur within a large uncontrolled crowd.

The football fixtures have just been published and already the friendly matches are beginning ahead of the new season. Football is such a significant issue for the Leeds 
District and impacts on various crime types: Violent crime, serious public order, staff assaults and abuse, unwanted sexual behaviour and violence against women and girls. 
Planning and joint working is just starting with our partners and Home Office force colleagues in readiness for the new season next month. 

The cost of living increase and inflation, temporary or not, is affecting all aspects of society. This leads to financial stress for all members of public. There may be a significant 
increase in robberies and pickpocketing offences. The financial stresses may increase ability for OCGs to coerce individuals and the use of modern slavery techniques. There 
may be an increase in blackmail of vulnerable persons and cuckooing offences that target vulnerable victims during county lines activity.

COVID remains a challenge and can lead to a sudden and dramatic loss of resources – typically we have seen spikes following the policing of persons travelling to and from 
large events.

Summer City 2022 will be a huge challenge for BTP East Sector on D Division given the reduction in establishment. To mitigate the risk the East Sector has been supported 
with some overtime and the OSU have been requested for dates where demand is likely to be greater. A request was made for support from other BTP Divisions. 

Summer holiday & August bank holiday period. To mitigate this there are several joint initiatives planned with the railway & MPS. Including the Look Up Look Out campaign; 
Op Tornado; knife arches & drugs dog ops. Following this it will be Schools returning in September, ongoing work from individual sectors to re-engage schools where 
historical issues impact nearby stations, in order to build a good partnership to deal with issues as and when they appear. Along side this Op Cerium project underway to 
identify suitable schools to contact and seek invitation to freshers fairs etc whereby crime prevention advice and awareness material re: sexual offences and VAWG can be 
given.

Upcoming summer festivals and activities, as well as the impending heat wave may lead to a rise in ASB and drinking in public. This could cause an increase in ASB and 
assaults on the railway as commuters who also utilise the railways to travel to the coast and attend popular events and swimming locations encounter aggressive drunken 
behaviour. This could cause increased seasonal footfall on the railway not seen since the Covid restrictions have been lifted. There may be an increase in calls to service for 
fires and members of public suffering ill health due to the heat wave which may cause significant railway disruption. 

There are however some other uncertainties. It is likely that industrial action affecting Scotrail services will continue into the summer. RMT strike action is also likely to 
continue impacting upon thirteen train companies and Network Rail. Very little can be done to mitigate these risks which can also have an impact on the ability of staff to get 
to work.
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Performance and Delivery Committee – DRAFT Workplan 2022/23

Meeting Standing Items Additional / Special Focus Items 

2022/23 Q2

7 November, 

10.30am-

1.00pm 

Meeting management

1. Declarations of interest

2. Minutes of previous meeting

3. Matters arising/actions outstanding

4. Risk profile – for information

Legitimacy Update

5. Legitimacy Q1-2 data update

5.1 Use of force

5.2 Custody

Quarterly Performance Update

6. Policing Plan – Q1-2 Performance update

7. Finance and Commercial – Q1-2 Performance update

Other Business

8. Review of meeting effectiveness

9. Any other business

1. Legitimacy thematic: Use of force, including 

update on Taser use

2. Thematic: Football policing

2022/23 Q3

Date TBC.

Meeting management

1. Declarations of interest

2. Minutes of previous meeting

3. Matters arising/actions outstanding

4. Risk profile – for information

Legitimacy Update

5. Legitimacy Q1-3 data update

1. Legitimacy thematic: Victim, public and rail staff 

confidence (BTP survey findings)

2. Risk deep-dive: Financial control and planning
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